How many members redistreeted out

Checking those now, along with partisan breakdowns

Wed, Sep 22, 9:58 AM

twitter.com

This is my top message (with a little swipe at Tino Po for good measure).

Wed, Nov 3, 9:13 AM

Jt if you have a minute today will you please give me a call?

Sunday 6:24 PM

My phone is no allowing me yo make valle fit some reason. I'll call in a bit from jennys phone. We are on a dinner break and I was just calling to give an update

Ok

Sunday 9:07 PM

Now Brady is saying he's a no and April is asking for like 10 things that
Ok- just looked. This seems like a step backward. Introducing new community splits. New areas of disagreement. Glad to talk about the 8th.

Here's joes reply to me:

It's a 0.00% partisan shift for among the 4 most competitive districts from the current lap map to this map using he treasurer number. My last offer for the 6th was 50.3 Pelicciotti, this offer is 51.3 Peliccioti. A 1% move in your direction. My last offer in the 2nd was 52% Pelicciotti, this offer is 52.03%, a .03% move in your direction. The 8th and 3rd stayed exactly the same from last offer. The other districts aren’t competitive so no substantive change there. So all I did was move.
So all I did was move competitive districts in your direction. "Seems like a step backward" is a fun turn of phrase, but you have to back it up with data for it to mean anything. Looking forward to your counter.

Adam Bartz

That's making an assumption that his first map was a legitimate offer which we don't happy to chat as well, but interpreting the offer as a step backward is insincere since the only changes I made were in your direction.

This just in from Joe too ^

Here's what I'm thinking for a reply ...

not insincere. my priority from the get go has been communities of interest. it
No need to call: just wanted to say thank you for all of your hard work. Good luck today!

Thank you! I’ll call back soon

Sorry, was talking to Troop 15 about rights and duties of US citizens. If you need me, I am free

Lemme ring in a few

Good

I don’t understand how the commission can vote for a “plan” in the next 9 minutes when there isn’t even an agreed on map.
commission can vote for a “plan” in the next 9 minutes when there isn’t even an agreed on map.

It’s contingent on our transmission of the maps.

I predict lawsuits. I don’t think you all have adopted a plan.

Wed, Nov 17, 10:43 AM

I’m putting out a statement that Andy is going to follow up
Would love to talk later
This situation isn’t great

I’ll call in 10

Good. I’m open until 11:30.

What do you think of this?

I was surprised to see that maps were transmitted late last night to the State?
Me too! How has it been 11 years?

Got a few mins today to talk about Jim Walsh and the 24th?

Yep ill try you this afternoon

I'm free before 1 and after 3

Try me after 3

Let me know if there's anything I can do to help. Good luck this weekend.

Thank you for your confidence in me, Joe!

Its well-earned confidence!

F**king incredible. Well done.